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Objectives
By the conclusion of this presentation, participants will:

1. Familiarize with the context of workforce development in Maryland’s 
department of health.

2. Learn about Maryland’s experience with PHWINS through two of our projects: 
1) workforce development plan and 2) onboarding checklist. 



What’s the context?



Deliverables

Kick Off Collaborative
& Receive PHWINs award

Timeline

Conduct PH 
WINS survey

Conclude 
ASTHO award

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Timeline: In 2014, Maryland participated in the PH WINs survey. In 2016, Maryland applied to and was selected for the PH WINs Workforce Development Learning Collaborative.Throughout 2016-2017, we completed many deliverables. September 2017 was the completion of the PH WINs Workforce Development Learning Collaborative.� 
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Minority Health & Health Disparities

Maryland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MDH is a super state agency. Unlike many health departments in which the focus is solely public health, MDH comprises of the following branches: Behavioral healthDevelopment disabilitiesHealth care financingOperationsPublic health services; andRegulatory programs.We have roughly 8,000 staff. 



Workforce Development

$

Public Health 
Services

Laboratories
Preparedness & Response
Prevention & Promotion
Population Health
And more!

Information Technology

HR/ Training Services

Minority Health & Health Disparities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Workforce Development Learning Collaborative (WDLC) was established to comply with public health accreditation. Accreditation’s focus is Public Health Services. Public Health Services comprises of approximately 800 staff. Our collaborative comprised of staff from: Public Health ServicesMembership from 7 of the 11 units in Public Health ServicesRepresentation from local health departments (1), academic institutions (2), and community groups (1).Membership also includes cross-agency operational offices.Additional membership from Human Resources/ Training Services, Information Technology, and Minority HealthMembers of the collaborative represented positions ranging from administrative to leadership. 



• Training needs assessment
• Quality Improvement Plan 
• Quality Improvement Training
• Professional Development Policy
• TRAIN procurement

• Onboarding checklist
• Access for all staff to 

Learning 
Management System

• Workforce 
Development Plan

• Continuity of 
Operations Planning

Overview of Deliverables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These deliverables are among some of what we accomplished through our participation in the larger PH WINS Workforce Development Collaborative.This presentation describes two deliverables in depth: Workforce Development PlanOnboarding checklist



Workforce Development Plan
A Deliverable



National best practices
Vision

Framework, accountability, & opportunities
Prioritization of opportunities

Deliverables

Strengths & weaknesses

Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
April 26, 2016 – WDLC Kick off meetingJune 9, 2016 – WDLC Identified Strengths & Weaknesses2014 PH WINs identified improvement areas2015 – PHAB identified deficienciesJune 20, 2016 – ASTHO MeetingLearned about national best practices.Familiarized with quality improvement.July 22, 2016 – MeetingVisioning ProcessAugust 31, 2016 – MeetingAccountability Matrix, Opportunities for EnhancementHoned frameworkOctober 6, 2016 – MeetingIn-depth discussion about the Opportunities for Enhancement that the collaborative prioritized for Workforce Development Framework. Discussed how this framework would be implemented at a global (DHMH-wide) and local (program specific) level.December 8, 2016 – MeetingWorked on first deliverable (TNA)Discussed other deliverablesApril 24, 2017 – Reconvene post Legislative SessionMay, 2017 – Multiple meetings for Workforce-QI projectsQI TrainingOnboardingPEPSuccession planningJune 2017 – QI Project updateAugust, 2017 – ASTHO MeetingSeptember 2017 – Wrap Up� 



Vision
A culture of learning in which 
leadership and employees are engaged 
and supported in continuous learning.  

This is achieved through skills 
building, mentorship, leadership 
development, assessment and 
evaluation, in an adaptable, 
sustainable, and transparent 
framework that will foster health 
equity.  

Image: Cover 
page of 
Workforce 
Development 
plan. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From these efforts, we produced a workforce development plan. 



Onboarding Professional 
Development

Succession 
Planning

Quality Improvement & Measurement
• Local/ Short Term Outcomes
• Global/ Long Term Outcomes

Culture of learning

Public Health Core 
Competencies

Focus areas (skills 
building, mentors, etc.)

Public Health 
Accreditation Board

Adaptability, Transparency, & Sustainability

Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BackgroundThis framework is the result of a Collaborative visioning process. Framework took about 4 months to agree upon.Drivers of WDLC: PHAB – We needed to align with national accreditation.Focus Areas -- In our vision of an ideal state, we saw skills building, mentorship, leadership development, assessment, and evaluationPublic Health Core Competencies – We wanted to align with core competencies of public heath professionals as established by the Council on Linkages between Academia and Public HealthValues -- Desire to produce product that is adaptable, transparent, and sustainable.Established pillars of the framework: Started off with 5, but narrowed down to 3. Onboarding, professional development, and succession planning – how we organized our activities.Activities in all pillars would go through a measurable process and/or quality improvement: We started off with small studies of change, also called “Short term outcomes” or “local activities”As we refined improvement ideas, our goal was to expand to “global activities, or more permanent/ institutional “long term outcomes.”  For example, one of the activities we worked on fell under the “professional development” pillar: our training needs assessment. We designed a survey using public health core competencies assessment. In our “local” phase, we piloted with one office. We not only looked at the outcome measures, but also process. Did people understand the questions in the survey? Did everyone receive the ask to complete the survey? What barriers were encountered? After studying these findings, we made small adjustments to the survey design.In our “global” phase, we disseminated the survey to all offices in PHS. Again, we looked at both outcome and process measures. By studying both, we’ll not only improve upon meeting staff’s training needs, but also how with administer the survey again in the future. All of this leads to the ultimate goal of a culture of learning. 	-End goal of the collaborative is to be the cohesive workforce development agenda setters within PHS that support and promote global efforts @ DHMH while providing TA and consistency to local implementation.



Quality Improvement & Measurement

• Training needs assessment
• Quality Improvement Plan 
• Quality Improvement Training
• Professional Development Policy
• TRAIN procurement

• Onboarding checklist
• Registration access for 

all staff to Learning 
Management System

• Workforce 
Development Plan

• Continuity of 
Operations Planning

Prioritization

Onboarding Professional 
Development

Succession 
Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The activities that fall into these pillars are among some of the deliverables of our participation in the larger PH WINS Workforce Development Collaborative.



Training
• QI training was provided to 

members of Workforce 
Collaborative and QI Council.

• From this training, teams 
gained knowledge and applied 
tools to address workforce issues 
through QI Projects.

Image: QI training instructor writes 
on flip chart as participants watch on.

"Not only was it beneficial for our current 
agenda, I am sure the tools and knowledge 
will carry me throughout my work career."

Sharein Greene, Office of Controlled 
Substances Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To reiterate: The framework was our big picture plan. To ensure that we could operationalize this plan, we used PH WINS funding to train staff in QI. Staff came up with a lot of ideas for workforce development. Quality improvement tools equipped staff to test whether their ideas were a change that led to an improvement. 



Onboarding Checklist
A Deliverable



THIS IS
PUBLIC
HEALTH

Onboarding

Start Date Location Floor & Rm Dress code

Security Meet coworkers Badge Orientation

Paperwork Log in Phone Org Chart

PH 101 Training Meet Partners Work Plan

THIS IS
PUBLIC
HEALTH

THIS IS
PUBLIC
HEALTH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideal Onboarding Process: Imagine that you just got a new job. Congratulations! You’re so excited – you want to know when you start, where you’ll be working, which building floor, and how to dress. On the first day of work, you get to the office. You flash your state issued driver’s license to security, go to your new office. Your supervisor greets you, introduces you to other staff, and then takes you to get your work ID badge and to attend orientation. In the next few days, you complete paperwork, setup an account so you can log into the company’s system, and get assigned a telephone number. Your supervisor starts to walk you through the org chart, introduce you to the agency strategic plan, and describe to you protocols for emergencies, leave, IT issues, and more. Once you’ve familiarized with administrative tasks, you spend your first 30 days diving into what you’ve been hired to do. Your supervisor provides you an introduction to public health to ensure you have a baseline understanding, trains you on the scope of your work, introduces you to who you need to know, and helps you design a work plan accompanied by a training plan. Periodically, you receive check ups to ensure that you have the resources you need and that you feel adequately prepared to excel at your job. In reality, onboarding plays out much differently.Some organizations are great with onboarding you to administrative tasks. But they stop there and don’t have much of a plan for training you on your specific job function. You have the tools to do things, but not a strong understanding of what you’re applying those tools to.Other organizations forget to connect you with administrative tools and throw you directly into your job. You know what you’re trying to achieve, but lack the tools to do so.
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Admin 2 Step 
1

Step 
2

Step 
3

Step 
4

Step 
5

Step 
6

Step 
7

Admin 3 Step 
1

Step 
2

Step 
3

Step 
4

Admin 1 Step 
1

Step 
2

Step 
3

Figure 1: The onboarding process varies greatly amongst administrations. 
Some administrations have many steps in the onboarding process while other 
offices have fewer steps. This variation can contribute to different levels of 
knowledge about one’s role, administrative tasks, and program activities. 

Problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the Maryland Department of Health’s Public Health Services branch, we observed that the onboarding process varied greatly among administrations. Some administrations had comprehensive protocols, others had no formal protocols.



The team brainstormed the 
following root causes: 
• No checklist or standard 

format;
• Forms are all over the 

place; 
• No accountability;
• Variation between offices; 

and
• No minimum standards.

Problem



If there is an onboarding checklist:
• Then employees will complete the checklist.
• Then employees will report onboarding checklist was very useful.
• Then all employees will rate their level of knowledge of basic 

administrative tasks as high. 
• Then all employees will rate their level of knowledge of basic 

program activities as high. 

What was our improvement theory?

Plan



How we developed a solution and action plan, 
including time-framed targets for improvement:

Plan Design onboarding checklist and survey. 5/17

Do Implement onboarding checklist & survey for new 
and existing staff 5/17 - 9/17

Study Staff complete measures at 30 days and 90 days 9/17

Act Analyze effectiveness; propose next steps. 9/17

Plan



Do

Image: Screenshot of google 
spreadsheet. Column titles are: 

• Activity

• Time

• Day

• Point of Contact

• Resource

• Status



New Employees (N=9) Current Employees (N=16)

Objectives Baseline 30 Day 90 Day Baseline 30 Day 90 Day

% Complete 0 60.7% 98.7 55.6% 82.6% 100% 

Useful 0 2.6 3 2.9 3 3 

Admin Knowledge 0 2.2 2.7 3 2.9 3 

Program Knowledge 0 2.4 3 3 3 3

Table 1: Results comparing new and current employees’ evaluation of the 
onboarding process. A score of 0 is low, while a score of 3 is high.    

Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey Design:Survey questions asked questions about survey’s % completion, usefulness, administrative knowledge, and program knowledge. Respondents could answer on a scale of 1 to 3– 1 being low and 3 being high (for all questions except % completion).  Checklist & corresponding survey were administered to both new and existing staff. Started with a pilot study, so you’ll notice small n’s. Intent is to expand across all offices, eventually to full PHS branch. Results: Overall, onboarding checklist was effective. For new employees, we see:  An increase in onboarding tasks over time. An increase in self-report of usefulness, administrative knowledge, and program knowledge over time. For existing employees, we see similar trends.Interesting findings: In 30 days of using this onboarding checklist, new employees had more items complete on onboarding checklist than current employees without the checklist. Discussion: Lessons Learned: Have a point person disseminate surveys to staff to ensure consistent introduction.Check excel formulas.Consider modifying outcome questions in survey.Efficiencies/ effectiveness obtained?: Continue using checklist. Continue including drop downs in checklist.Increase sample size.How was customer/ stakeholder satisfaction? Checklist was “clear” and “straightforward”“Relevant”



Next Steps:
1. Apply feedback/ lessons 

learned to improve 
checklist.

2. Identify another, larger 
office to replicate study. 

3. Continuous process 
improvement. 

Act

Image: Plan-do-study-act model used 
for continuous process improvement. 
Image states “light bulb moment; plan; 
just do it; study results; keep, kill, or 
amend; and share your story.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We tested this idea using the quality improvement model called “plan-do-study-act.” Our next steps are to refine this idea through continuous “PDSA”.



Reflections
Successes and Challenges



Workforce Development 
Learning Collaborative
Major factors in success:

• Creation of a Workforce Development Plan;

• Executive leadership attended meetings and 
participated in process. Staff across all 
administrations participated in process;

• Application of quality improvement tools; and

• Alignment with Strategic Plan, PHAB, PH 
WINs, and QI Council. 

Image: Workforce Collaborative 
member holds plaque for 
participation in WDLC.

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Workforce Development 
Learning Collaborative
Major Challenges: 

• Change in Secretary, Deputy Secretary, Chief of Staff, and Director of 
Performance Improvement; and

• Competing priorities (PIN cuts, budget cuts). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adapted by staying on point with messaging, pace, and deliverables.



Questions & 
Comments

Dorothy Sheu
dorothy.sheu@maryland.gov

300 West Preston Street, Suite 410, Baltimore, Maryland
pophealth.health.maryland.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hope to fully implement the work plan once we are secure in all our resources including staffing.
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